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SmartBlockSmartBlockSmartBlockSmartBlock™™  BracingBracing
Bracing with Bracing with SmartBlockSmartBlockSmartBlockSmartBlock  forms is easy. forms is easy.

Always tape all adjustment cuts.Always tape all adjustment cuts. Always tape all 90Always tape all 90  corners.corners.

Always tape all oddAlways tape all odd  corners.corners. Tape or protect the interlock for Tape or protect the interlock for multimulti-storied-storied
construction.construction.
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Lay out bracing materials where needed.Lay out bracing materials where needed. Brace vertically about every 6-8 feet.Brace vertically about every 6-8 feet.
Maximum 10 feet between vertical bracing.Maximum 10 feet between vertical bracing.

Use picture frame of door and window bucks to act asUse picture frame of door and window bucks to act as
vertical bracing too.vertical bracing too. Brace over ledger board to keep it plumb too.Brace over ledger board to keep it plumb too.

If needed, make a catwalk with proper support.If needed, make a catwalk with proper support. Another support option.Another support option.
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Angle iron is simple and reusable.Angle iron is simple and reusable. Scrap and Plumbers tape work well.Scrap and Plumbers tape work well.

Commercial systems work well too.Commercial systems work well too. Commercial systems work well too.Commercial systems work well too.

Precut interior framing materials make clean lines.Precut interior framing materials make clean lines. Finish the top with a ladder brace using precuts orFinish the top with a ladder brace using precuts or
similar materials.similar materials.
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Angle iron can be ladder bracingAngle iron can be ladder bracing
and protect the interlock.and protect the interlock.

Ladder bracing can also be used to create caps on theLadder bracing can also be used to create caps on the
top of the wall for brick ledges.top of the wall for brick ledges.

Remember,Remember,
always check plumb and levelalways check plumb and level

beforebefore
ANDAND

after the pour.after the pour.

Ready to pour concrete.Ready to pour concrete.


